Abstract-Feature extraction technology is a major factor in determining good classification results, the traditional feature extraction method has many deficiencies, such as when a high degree of imbalance in the distribution of the categories and characteristics, it can not effectively deal with low-frequency words; single feature for improper handling, leading to local optima generating solution. For traditional feature extraction methods can not fully and effectively examine the shortcomings of the candidate feature words, proposed a text feature extraction method based on genetic algorithm. In this method, a variety of heuristics word frequency, correlation, part of speech, and location to be elected to the comprehensive test features, and to optimize the weight parameter for each heuristic using genetic algorithms. By comparing the different test sets, the experimental results show that, compared with traditional methods, this method can effectively avoid the traditional feature extraction method produces bias, obtain a representative set of features, making this method has some practical value.
INTRODUCTION
Complete text classification requires four steps: text preprocessing, text to vector space model to represent extracted feature words, the establishment of an appropriate classifier. As one of the most critical aspects of text classification, feature extraction, can play to reduce the vector dimension, eliminating noise and simplify the calculation and so on. So, it would have the effect of text categorization impact indicators such as accuracy. First construct an evaluation function, and then calculating the weight value of this function characterized in terms of the characteristic words and then re-right sorted values, select the rake preset characteristic feature of the final subset of the set of words, the above is the basic idea of feature extraction [1] [2] . Feature extraction is to extract metrics extracted from the initial feature set in the relevant test set initial feature subset of the original feature vector space to reduce the dimension of purpose according to certain characteristics.
Not relevant in the process of feature extraction and redundancy features will be deleted. Feature Extraction Method for processing data as the learning algorithm can well improve the accuracy of the learning algorithm, reducing the time spent learning algorithm. If the learning algorithm can learn to use the full features of irrelevance, redundancy, and interference, then the learning algorithm result will be poor. In practical applications, feature extraction how to get an optimal feature subset is an NP problem.
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II. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction can be extracted in accordance with the policy features, feature drop-dimensional model distinction.
A. Feature Extraction Strategy
By feature extraction strategy, feature extraction methods can be divided into global and local features extracted feature extraction. Faced with different data sets, we should choose the appropriate feature extraction strategies.
Local feature extraction is based on the characteristics of a given evaluation function for all the features present in each category, respectively, at the statistical value of each category of each local feature feature space entry, will each feature items sorted by their eigenvalues and Select the appropriate threshold is set according to the size of the category feature subset, then each category feature set combined into a new feature space, the feature space is a collection of various categories of feature subset. Local feature extraction is based on a given feature selection metrics were selected optimal feature set for each specific category, the main consideration local characteristics of this class of common and internal characteristics [4] [5] [6] .
Global feature extraction based on the characteristics of a given evaluation function for all the features present in each category is calculated, and then combined with the corresponding values for each category of each feature by the global value calculation method to calculate a unique global values for each feature, the various features of the item in its global eigenvalues sort and select the appropriate size of the global feature subset based on a set threshold [7] . Global feature extraction is related to the classification of all categories to choose a common optimal feature set, the main consideration differences between the categories.
References 8 noted in a balanced global data feature selection is better than the local feature selection, because the use of local feature extraction alone drawback is that local feature extraction can not effectively choose to be able to represent all categories of feature set, ignoring all the training samples and the overall category. References 9 noted skewed data to use in the local feature selection is better than the weighted global features, because a lot of the skew between data gap in the number of documents in each category, based on the global selection feature set does not represent a minority class, if you use nonweighted feature selection from Select the same number of each category will also affect the characteristics of feature selection results.
B. Feature Dimension Reduction Model
According to a feature dimension reduction model can be divided into extraction based Filter feature extraction model, Wrapper features of the model and hybrid methods. Filter-based feature extraction methods and differences between model-based feature extraction method Wrapper model is taken to evaluate whether specific classification criteria and relevant.
Filter model feature extraction based on the calculation method illustrated in Fig .1 is dependent on the sample data set itself and adopt a classification independent evaluation criteria, the evaluation criteria of the evaluation function is called characterized by all the features of the feature selection method was filtered, filter out redundant, irrelevant characteristics, retention and category-related characteristics, the correlation is generally considered a subset of a larger feature will benefit the accuracy of the learning algorithm, so the objective function related to the degree of choice and a large subset of features, the use of features feature selection method selected from the collection of said samples in order to carry out training of classifiers. According to the evaluation function characteristic features of the pros and cons of different metrics, feature extraction methods can be divided into: Based on the distance measure, the correlation measure, measure the amount of information and consistency metric feature extraction method. Feature extraction method based on the distance metric aim is to find a subset of features can make the maximum distance between each class so that the largest category of separability, the lowest classification error rate. Distance measure used mainly Euclidean distance, all the theoretical basis of the evaluation criteria are based distance metric best.
III. GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithms are stochastic, iterative and evolutionary process of natural selection and genetics of populations on the basis of its main features is to take groups of search strategies and between groups of individuals to exchange information, using simple coding techniques and propagation mechanisms to the performance of complex phenomena, not restrictive hypothesis search space constraints, without continuity, derivative, and the presence of a single peak and other assumptions. Genetic algorithm optimization is now in the areas of machine learning and parallel processing has been more widely used [10] [11] [12] .
A. Principles of Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithm is an iterative algorithm that from a solution or a specific set of randomly generated initial departure, according to certain operating rules, such as selection, reproduction, crossover and mutation, constantly iterative calculations to get the next generation solution set , and according to the fitness of the individual, in accordance with the principles of survival of the fittest and survival of the fittest, and guide the search process to the "most adapt to the environment," the individual approach, each generation evolved better and better approximate solution, eventually converge to the optimal solution or satisfactory solution [13] .
B. The Basic Steps of Genetic Algorithm
1. N individuals constitute a randomly generated initial population.
2. Calculate the fitness of each individual of the current population according to the fitness function.
3. Algorithm to determine whether the termination condition is satisfied, if satisfied then turn the eighth step.
4. Select the function to perform operations in accordance with the fitness of each individual.
5. Press crossover probability Pc perform crossover operation.
6. By mutation probability Pm perform mutation. 3. Heuristic integration: According to multiple heuristics fusion model, four heuristic words are fused, and calculate the composite score.
4. Output: Finally, sorted according to the size of each feature score, and select the optimum output characteristic.
B. Genetic Algorithm to Optimize Weight Parameters
Because of the genetic algorithm is simple, easy to understand, easy to implement, and in solving combinatorial optimization problems have a strong advantage, therefore, the paper uses genetic algorithms to optimize the parameters of weight, resulting in the best combination of a range of parameter weights. Four parameters defining the weights in the range of (0,1), and their value to 1. Then select the appropriate initial value based on experience, and through iterative calculation to obtain the right parameters for each heuristic weight. Use of genetic algorithm to obtain the weight of each characteristic parameters specific process is described as follows:
1. Initializing each characteristic parameter weighting, a = 0.3, b = 0.2, c = 0.2, d = 0.4.
2. Coding: The algorithm uses the decimal coding chromosome encoded.
3. Corresponding recall rate was calculated using the weights of each parameter to recall the fitness function as a chromosome, the recall rate is calculated as rec=n/N, n represents the number of features consistent with the marked characteristics, N represents the total number of features centralized document marked.
4. Crossover and mutation: genetic algorithm convergence speed and quality of the solution depends largely on the crossover and mutation probabilities. In order to prevent trapped in local optimum algorithm and accelerate algorithm search efficiency, optimum population only allow individuals to participate in crossover and mutation, and the current population is not the best individual participation.
5. Termination condition: Poor populations Best Contemporary chromosome fitness value and the previous generation of the population of the best fitness value of chromosomes absolute value is not more than 10 -5 . Select parameters using genetic algorithm to optimize the heavy weight of each heuristic can effectively avoid subjectivity is determined by the subjective experience of the parameters in order to achieve adaptively tuning parameters based on the training data. The results show that the experiments below, the use of genetic algorithms to obtain the parameters of the weighting feature extraction method herein allows to obtain a good extraction.
C. Analysis of Test Results
Experimental data using the Reuters-21578 classification corpus as experimental data, it's downloaded at: http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reut ers21578 。 A test collection for text categorization contains, at minimum, a set of texts and, for each text, a specification of what categories that text belongs to. For the Reuters-21578 collection the documents are Reuters newswire stories, and the categories are five different sets of content related categories. For each document, a human indexer decided which categories from which sets that document belonged to. The category sets are as follows: Experiments based on the frequency of feature extraction methods, extraction methods and performance of the proposed method were compared based on the characteristics associated degree. Link between the proposed method can effectively use words and words between the intrinsic properties, characterization Chinese texts through a variety of heuristic features, the feature word more comprehensive test. The experimental results show that this method can effectively integrate the advantages of different factors, compared with the traditional method, this method has some advantages, making this method has some practical value in terms of text mining.
